
green tea in  
a blue pot?

strong coffee in 
a glass cup?

rooibos in a 
red one?

a black cup  
for white coffee?

tastes 
differ...



… that’s why

a choice of
we offer you

shapes
colours and



1107050  dark red 1107047  lemon 1107049  purple

1107048  black

1107053  dark red 1107051  lemon 1107052  blue

1,1 l (1,2 Qt)

0,8 l (0,85 Qt) 1,3 l (1,43 Qt)

but the 

quality is a 

certainty

The tea pots are made from 
cast iron which means that 

your tea stays hot for longer.

1

The cast iron also has a great 

heat distribution allowing a 

better extraction of the tea 

leaves to fully enjoy all delicate 

flavours.

2

Drink your tea without 

leaves in your cup thanks to 

the integrated stainless steel 

strainer.

3

The inside is coated with a durable enamel protecting the cast iron from corrosion.

4

1107044  dark red 1107045  lemon 1107046  blue



Will you go for

a matching
colour?

Doesn’t matter since the cast 
iron from the bowls is the 

best choice to slowly enjoy a 
warming cup of tea. 

They’re designed to nicely fit 
your hands and the enameled 
inside offers extra durability.

1107054  dark red

1107056  black

1107057  blue

1107055  lemon

1107058  purple

8 cm (3 1/4”) - 0,1 l (0,13 Qt)

is not a
simple matter!

Tea



1107114  white

1107121  white

1107111  white

110117 white 1107116  white 1107115  blue

1107118  green-grey

110113  green

1107122  green-grey

1107112  green-grey

1,1 l (1,2 Qt)

0,85 l (0,9 Qt)

0,8 l (0,85 Qt)

1107120  green

1,3 l (1,4 Qt)

1,5 l (1,6 Qt)

Tea warms you,  

it calms you.
lot of choice… when there’s ait cheers you

tea cools you, 

and



On a table or counter, 

place tea pot on a trivet, 

board or any protective 

material.

Remove the strainer from the pot and place the lid.

Pour the hot water in 
the tea pot and steep 
till the tea reaches the 

desired strength.

Add the tea leaves to the 

strainer of your tea pot.

Now, bring the water to a boil again but don’t pour the boiling water in the tea pot yet. Wait half 
a minute.

First, pre-heat the tea pot, this way your tea will stay warm for a longer time: pour hot water into the pot but don’t add the tea leaves yet, wait till the pot is warm and pour out the water.
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Decision
made

3502634  0,8 l (0,9 Qt) 3502637  1,2 l (1,3 Qt)3502633  1 l (1,1 Qt)

From the award-winning Neo line

Tips to fully 

enjoy your tea:

1 Boil water in a kettle or 

suitable pot (due to the nature 

of this tea pot, it’s not intended 

to be used on a stove top).



Each item is easy 

to fill with loose tea 

leaves and the fine 

mesh filter prevents 

tea leaves from 

floating in the cup.

1107040 Tea stick with handle

1107039 Tea infuser

1107041 Tea stick tubular

3 ways
prepare tea
directly

the cup
in

to

And what if
I want to make
just one

cup of tea?

And there is more...



Coffee/tea plunger
1106834 0,80 l
1106835 1,0 l
1106836 1,5 l

Coffee/tea plunger
1106843 0,80 l
1106844 1,0 l
1106845 1,5 l

Tea maker
1106832 0,60 l
1106833 1,0 l

Tea maker
1106841 0,60 l 
1106842 1,0 l

Coffee/tea cup 2x
1106831 0,20 l

Coffee/tea cup 2x 
1106840 0,20 l

Glass teapots

1107038  0,80 l1107035  1,3 l 1107036 0,60 l
1107037 1,0 l 

Microwave

proof

Coffee/tea plunger
1106810  0,35 l 
1106811  0,60 l 
1106812  0,80 l 

Coffee/tea plunger
1106800  0,35 l 
1106801  0,60 l 
1106802  0,80 l 

Coffee/tea plunger
1106804  0,35 l 
1106805  0,60 l 
1106806  0,80 l 

Coffee/tea cup 2x
1106803  0,20 l 

Coffee/tea cup 2x
1106807  0,20 l 

plungers, 
and cupstea makersCoffee 



As the name already suggests, 
this tool has a double function. 

It’s a clip and a scoop. The clip is 
designed to keep a bag of coffee 
tightly sealed till the very last. 
The scoop perfectly measures 
the amount, scoop after scoop 

while the handle is long enough 
to reach the bottom of the bag. 
And even though it’s called “the 
clipping coffee scoop”, the tool 
has many other uses including 
sugar, flour and tea - to name 

but a few.
1207285

Clipping 
  coffee scoop

The best way to make a rich 
espresso in just a couple of 
minutes. Easy to use stainless 
steel coffee maker for any type 
of stovetop. Works according 
to the principle of passing hot 
water that’s pressurized by 
steam through ground coffee. 
The stainless steel body keeps 
the coffee warm for a long 
time. 

Coffee/espresso 
maker

Double wall 
coffee/tea 
plunger

1106916 0,24 l
1106917 0,45 l 
1106918 0,60 l

Simply place the head in a cup 
of milk, press the button and 

the result is a rich froth in just 
a couple of seconds for great 

cappuccinos and creamy lattes.

Creamy milk
at the touch

of a button

Electric stirrer
1108988

1106901 0,75 l 
1106902 1,0 l



1104126  2,6 l 1104133  2,6 l 

1104171  2,5 l 1104287  3,0 l 

Stainless

1100135  2,0 l

1104683  2,7 l 1104720  0,70 l 
1104737  1,2 l  
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 kettleswhistling
steel

Glass lid, 

stainless 

steel, a touch 

of black and 

orange!
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